
I. Using a Microscope

Microscopes should be stored in a safe place where storage and retrieval can be supervised by the teacher. If
not kept in a cabinet, a microscope should be protected from dust with a cloth or plastic cover. Students should
be taught the parts of a microscope (Figure 18) and the proper care, use, and handling of a microscope. Stress
the following points about the care of a microscope.
1. Always carry a microscope upright with two hands, one hand holding the arm and one hand supporting the

base.
2. Store the microscope with ~he low power objective (shorter tube) in position.
3. Always bring a specimen into focus with the low power objective. Then, if necessary, switch to high power.
4. Never use coarse adjustment (large knob) to focus the high power objective.
5. When using the coarse adjustment to lower the low ppwer objective, always look at the microscope from the

side. If you look through the eyepiece, you may aecidently force the objective into the coverslip.
6. Do not allow direct sunlight to fall on the mirror and reflect up into the eye.
7. Clean lenses only with lens paper. Moisten the lens paper with adrop ofwater or alcohol if the lens does not

wipe clean with dry lens paper.
8. Be careful when using coverslips and microscope slides because they may crack or shatter when dropped.
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Advanced Placement Biology Lab Write-Ups

Each of the 12 AP labs includes a lab report as follows:

[] A diagrammatic flowchart- 10 points
This should include realistic diagrams to help you complete the lab.
[] Background information discuss all pre-lab questions A citation should be

included and some reference beyond the lab workbook. 20 points
Summary of procedure- This should be what you actually do in some detail - 10
points.

ca Data(your data) in the form of a graph, table or diagram- 10 points
[] Analysis of Data -20 points - What does your data mean?
[] Problems as described in each lab - 10 points Show all work on these, answers

only receive no credit.
[] Closing remarks including discussion of after lab objectives and results fi:om

your individual lab experience 20 points

Use Roman numerals with headings for each section
Write only on one side of the paper.
1- Flowchart
I1. Background Information
III. Procedure
IV. Data
V. Analysis of Data
VI. Problems
VII. Conclusion


